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As much as we embrace our history, we’ve always been fixed on the future. 
New technology. Brilliant innovation. It’s at the heart of everything we do. 

We still use traditional techniques and materials, like the Goodyear welt and hide 
leathers. But for us it’s about combining what we know with the very latest 
components and manufacturing techniques. It’s the only way to keep up with the 
tough environments our footwear is designed for. 
 
Our classic boot, the V12 Boulder, was launched in 1998. A mix of traditional 
leathers and finishes, the boots revolutionised the market with Powerflex™ anti-
fatigue soles and replaceable memory footbeds. 

It set the benchmark for us – a potent mix of heritage and contemporary 
engineering. It’s what our brand name reflects today. And it’s how we’ve kept 
ourselves at the forefront of our industry. It’s also why we test our footwear to 
breaking point. Our ultra-modern testing facility crushes, stretches and pummels 
every part of every new design – just to make sure that our footwear performs 
when you need it to. And to offer nothing but Full Strength Footwear.

naturally flexible
Our footwear is designed to be flexible from the moment you 
put them on. There’s no need to wear a pair of boots in – they’re 
flexible and comfortable from the very start. And because the 
point of flex is in the most natural place for your foot, there’s even 
greater comfort.

anti-slip traction
Slips and trips are responsible for over a third of reported injuries, 
costing employers billions a year worldwide. Powergrip and 
Flexlite soles are tested for superior levels of slip resistance –  
V12 Footwear helps to reduce slips and falls in the workplace.

Perfect balance
Many people find safety footwear tiring to wear. It’s down to the 
extra weight of the toecap, which puts unnatural strain on the 
muscles and ligaments of the instep. By using lightweight toecaps 
and carefully balancing each design, our footwear is proven to 
reduce fatigue.  

Comfort fit
The last (shape) on which footwear is made is the foundation of  
a comfy shoe. Our lasts are the result of extensive tests to find the  
most comfortable 3D shape. V12 Footwear offers a generous joint 
width with freedom for toes, but also provides the gentle support 
that’s critical in work footwear.

t h e  C o r e  b e n e f i t s
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We’re so convinced by our range of protective footwear 
that our product guarantee covers the entire V12 range 
for 200 days against manufacturing defects from date of 
user purchase.
(This guarantee does not cover footwear damaged by abuse or which has 
been used for a purpose for which it is not suitable. This does not affect your 
statutory rights).
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Padded ergo collar 
To prevent chafing during  
ladder work or driving.

Quick dry moisture-wicking lining 
For added comfort and improved foot health.

bellows tongue 
Prevents ingress of dirt and water.

no snagging speed lacing 
Remove risk of catching or tripping 
from hook eyelets.

toecap
Tough armour coated anti-scuff toe.

a  r e a l  h e r o

Penetration-resistant sole 
For underfoot protection against 
sharp objects.

Multi directional tread
For liquid dispersal. Designed to 
allow maximum ground contact.

A high-leg boot based on the best-selling Bison. Easy on-off zip-side with half bellows combined 
with a lace system to ensure good ankle support. It incorporates a scuff cap for increased boot life 
and the slip-resistant flexible rubber sole is lab tested on multiple surfaces including wet scaffold 
board and Kennedy grating to ensure superb grip. Light weight composite toecap and midsole 
make it a great boot for a broad range of industries and environments including Rail, Oil and Gas, 
Utilities and Construction.

VR620 Avenger
Black High Leg Zip Side Boot 
size 5 -13 (38 - 48) S3 HRO SRC

KENNEDY GRATING
SLIP TESTED

SCAFFOLD BOARD
SLIP TESTED 

reflective trim 
For visibility in low light conditions.
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v1502 
energyse insole
• Heel pump
• Airflow channels
• Shock absorption
• Anti-static
• Washable
• Breathe holes

heel protection
Protect against scuffing and abrasion

heel breast ladder grip 
Defined heel breast for stability 
on ladders.

easy access zip
A quick on/off system that maintains 
the support of a lace boot with the 
convenience of a slip on.



With a full bellows tongue and whole-cut leather 
upper, Thunder is made to keep out the elements. 
Constructed like a professional hiking boot, the design 
also features a robust speed lace system to make 
wearing them even more efficient and comfortable. 

V1215 Thunder
Black Leather Waterproof Hiker
size 3 -13 (36 - 48) S3 SRC

V1215XL Large Size
size 14 -16 (49 - 51) S3 SRC Xl

KENNEDY GRATING
SLIP TESTED

SCAFFOLD BOARD
SLIP TESTED 

With a non-snagging eyelet system and a light coloured 
mid-layer, Puma stands out as a well-crafted boot. It’s also 
made from luxurious honey Nubuck (not to be confused 
with suede) for a stunning finish and unique look. We’ve 
also added a lightweight composite toecap for protection 
and daylong comfort. 

VR602 Puma 
Honey Nubuck Boot
size 3 -13 (36 - 48) S3 SRC
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V6400 Otter
Black Metal-Free Derby Boot
size 3 -13 (36 - 48) S3 SRC

Otter is one of the lightest boots in its class. It’s built 
on a specially shaped last and features a dual shock 
absorbing footbed, ergonomic top band for comfort 
when driving and a non-snagging eyelet system. 

V6863 Rhino
Black 5 D-ring Scuff Cap Boot
size 3 -13 (36 - 48) S3 SRC

Like its namesake, the Rhino is a tough and sturdy 
boot. It comes with several unique features including 
a lightweight composite toecap, anti-nail plate, shock 
absorbing footbed, bellows tongue (to keep out dirt), 
speed lacing, scuff cap and water repellent leather.



VR640 Bison
Black Metal-Free Derby Boot
size 4 -13 (37 - 48) S3 SRC

Metal-free and built with a comfort last, Bison has 
several other key features: a rubber shock absorbing 
sole, quality water resistant leather, quadruple 
stitching, riveted reinforcements, composite toecap 
and midsole plus a moisture-wicking lining.

KENNEDY GRATING
SLIP TESTED

SCAFFOLD BOARD
SLIP TESTED 
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V1250 Tomahawk
Vintage Leather Waterproof Rigger
size 6 -13 (39 - 48) S3 SRA

The legendary rigger boot now comes with a 
waterproof, breathable lining. There’s a rugged heel 
support and padded ankle to provide stability on 
rough terrain and help maintain a perfect fit. We’ve 
also built in Thinsulate temperature control material to 
keep feet warm even at -20°C and cool in hot climates.

V1231 Rawhide
Brown Oiled Leather Dealer Boot
size 6 -13 (39 - 48) SBP SRA

Crafted from rugged oil stuffed hide, the Rawhide 
is one of the strongest elastic-sided work boots 
available. It’s also one of the most stunning to look 
at because of the natural beauty and quality of 
the leather. 

With input from leading oil and gas companies, we spent 
two years developing Defiant. The result is a lightweight, 
flexible design with high levels of comfort and protection. 
It also includes a specially developed sole to give 
outstanding slip resistance on scaffold boards, Kennedy 
grating and other surfaces.

E1300 Defiant
Black High Leg Zip Side Boot
size 3 -13 (36 - 48) S3 SRC

E1300XL Large Size
size 14 -16 (49 - 51) S3 SRC

KENNEDY GRATING
SLIP TESTED

SCAFFOLD BOARD
SLIP TESTED 

Xl
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g l o b a l  s o l u t i o n

We supply and trade internationally, with distributors selling our V12 
footwear all over the world, from Africa and Europe to Australasia 
and the Middle East. This allows us to create and maintain a close 
relationship with our customers, and provide them with the highest 
quality footwear anywhere in the world. 

s a f e t y  f i r s t

There are multiple hazards at every turn, from heavy machinery and 
cutting tools, to sharp materials, wet ladders and scaffold boards. So 
whether you work on a construction site or in industry, robust protection 
for your feet is of paramount importance.  

Our range of safety boots includes class leading all-rounders that 
exceed industry standards. Designed to keep your feet safe and sound 
in any situation.

Cushioned and easy to wear, our boots are flexible, comfortable and 
tough enough to park a pallet of bricks on. Our anti-slip soles, made 
with our unique Powergrip material are designed to give you maximum 
floor contact for extra grip, even when the floor is flooded. And with a 
tough composite toecap to protect from dropping or crushing and you 
can be assured that your feet are well and truly protected.
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Black Trainer
size 3 -13 (36 - 48) S1P SRC

Slam is very practical safety trainer with a metal-free 
toecap and flexlite rubber outsole. It also comes with 
a wipe clean leather upper and rubber heel support 
for stability on all surfaces.

VS600 Slam

Made with the most advanced techniques and 
materials, Aztec is metal-free yet it exceeds the latest 
safety standards. The design also includes a series 
of safety reflective trims that help to make it the first 
choice for uniform footwear. 

V8438 Aztec 
Black/Silver Urban Hiker
size 3 -13 (36 - 48) S3 SRC

V8438XL Large Size
size 14 -16 (49 - 51) S3 SRC Xl

KENNEDY GRATING
SLIP TESTED

SCAFFOLD BOARD
SLIP TESTED 

VR608 Tiger
Black Derby Shoe
size 3 -13 (36 - 48) S3 SRC

Tiger is our classic uniform shoe made with full 
grain cowhide leather and a soft padded tongue 
for unparalleled comfort. It’s a traditional derby 
style shoe, so it has an understated look, but is 
designed with safety in mind.

KENNEDY GRATING
SLIP TESTED

SCAFFOLD BOARD
SLIP TESTED 

VS400 Pitstop
Cobalt Trainer
size 3 -13 (36 - 48) S1 SRC

With its metal-free, lightweight design, Pitstop is one of 
our most popular styles. It’s also made with a dual pod 
shock-absorbing footbed, deep padded lining, a rubber 
heel support system and a high traction rubber outsole 
for safety and comfort.



s t e P  b y  s t e P  d e s i g n

the last 
Our last shape is the result of years of 
experience in the ever-changing footwear 
industry. It provides a perfect combination 
of support and generous joint width.

the soles 
Designed for maximum durability  
and high slip resistance.

Cushioned midlayer 
Full of air bubbles to provide shock 
absorption and energy return. 

Protective midsoles 
In flexible steel or ballistic fibre. Provide protection 
against the penetration of sharp objects.

the shank 
In either steel or nylon. Incorporated to protect against 
lateral twisting and reduce fatigue, ensuring that the 
footwear flexes in the correct place at the ball of the foot.

the footbeds 
Our shock-absorbing footbeds support and cradle the 
foot and can be replaced for hygiene and comfort.

the uppers 
Crafted from quality leathers or technical 
meshes with multiple stitching and high 
tensile threads.

the toecaps 
Our composite toecaps are lighter than steel and 
thermally insulating, without compromising your safety.
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5. 
 Areas of abrasion resistant 
compound to increase durability.

6.  
Defined heel for stability  
on ladders or scaffolding.

7. 
Shock-absorbing heel.

8.  
Angled area to minimise 
slip at heel strike.

1.  
Water clearance  
right to the edge.

2. 
Self-cleaning tread pattern.

3.  
Large surface contact area 
with sharp edges to cut 
through dirt and grime.

4. 
Large cleats for all terrain.

Our technical outsoles are the result of extensive research and development with 
several highly respected British laboratories and have been cleverly designed to 
provide the greatest slip resistance on the widest range of surfaces possible.



k e y  f e a t u r e s

Learn more about our footwear by visiting v12footwear.com
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The full V12 range has been tested and certified  
for EN ISO 20345:2011. But we didn’t stop there  
– we independently tested our footwear on common 
surfaces such as Kennedy grating and scaffold 
boards in line with HSE recommendations.

We are proud to say the full V12 range has 
been awarded the Five Ticks StandardsMark™ 
certification. This gives our customers assurance that 
our products have undergone a rigorous audit and 
testing programme before reaching their feet.

Q u a l i t y  C o n t r o l

We are relentless about quality control to drive down returns and drive 
up customer satisfaction. We carry out over 50 independent checks on 
our footwear before it leaves the factory.

tested to destruction
At the V12 laboratory we test our footwear to the extreme. We crush 
and puncture our boots, drop heavy weights on them, submerge them 
in water and pull them apart. If they survive our gauntlet of over 50 
tests, we then send prototypes to wearers in the field who report back 
on comfort and ease of use. Only then is a V12 shoe or boot deemed 
worthy enough to be called ‘Full Strength Footwear’.



t h e  C o M P l e t e  r a n g e full product information is available on our website v12footwear.com

VR696 Lynx
Tan Low Cut 
Rigger Boot

V1235 Boulder
V1235XL Boulder
Black Leather Derby Boot

V1241 Stampede
Vintage Leather 
Dealer Boot

V1236 Boulder
Rich Mahogany 
Hide Derby Boot

V1237 Boulder
Honey Nubuck 
Derby Boot

VR550 Extreme
Black Metal-Free Boot

VR601 Cougar
Brown Oiled Leather 
Hiker Boot

VS360 Track
Black/Graphite Hiker

V6863 Rhino
Black 5 D-ring 
Scuff Cap Boot

V6471 Elk
Black Grained 
4 D-ring Boot

V6400 Otter
Black Metal-Free 
Derby Boot

V6411 Beaver
Black Metal-Free 
4 Eyelet Shoe

VS640 Smash
Black Trainer Boot

VS300 Fastlane II
Black/Graphite Trainer

VS600 Slam
Black Trainer

VR610 Stallion
Brown Oiled Leather  
Dealer Boot

VX004 Airflow
Black Extreme Trainer

VR660 Plumber
Black Comfort Casual Shoe

V1250 Tomahawk
Vintage Leather 
Waterproof Rigger

VC101 Envoy
Black Executive 
Oxford Shoe

VC100 Diplomat
Black Executive 
Brogue Shoe

V1219 Storm
Full Grain Waterproof Hiker 
in Antique Leather

V1215 Thunder
V1215XL Thunder
Black Leather 
Waterproof Hiker

E1300 Defiant
E1300XL Defiant
Black High Leg Zip Side Boot

E2020 Invincible
E2020XL Invincible
Black High Leg 
Waterproof Boot

V8438 Aztec
V8438XL Aztec
Black/Silver Urban Hiker

V8430 Aztec
Orange/Black 
Urban Hiker

VR602 Puma
Honey Nubuck Boot

VR609 Colt
Black Dealer Boot

VR608 Tiger
Black Derby Shoe

VR600 Bison
Black Waxy Derby Boot

VR640 Bison
Black Metal-Free 
Derby Boot

V6816 Polar
Tan Fur Lined 
Rigger Boot

VR690 Grizzly
Tan Fleece Lined 
Rigger Boot

VX003 Airflow
Orange Extreme Trainer

VS400 Pitstop
Cobalt Trainer

Xl

Xl

Xl Xl Xl

V1261 Rancher 
Leather Non-Safety 
Dealer Boot

V1264 Torrent
Leather Non-Safety  
Waterproof Derby Boot

V1255 Rocky 
Full Grain Zip Sided  
Waterproof Hiker

VR657 Endura II
Black Tough 
Comfort Boot

VR620 Avenger
Black High Leg  
Zip Side Boot
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V1244 Mohawk
Vintage Leather Chukka

V1231 Rawhide
Brown Oiled LeatherDealer Boot



Bristol Road, Allington, 
Chippenham, Wiltshire, SN14 6NA, United Kingdom

Tel  +44 (0)1249 651 900  
Fax +44 (0)1249 447 459  

V12footwear.com


